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According to website traffic data from ModPeaPod.com, parents shopping for Baby Crib Bedding and 

Nursery Accessories are currently seeking more unique fabrics and styles of patterns when shopping 

online for their baby boy or baby girl. 

 

The website visitors coming to ModPeapod.com from the major search Engines were increasingly looking 

for the more modern baby crib bedding, being specifically handmade from unusual styles and patterns.  

 

The custom baby crib bedding Styles that have seen a significant increase over the past several years, 

from website visitors coming from the Major Search Engines have included: 

 

Giraffe, Paisley, Zebra, Tiffany, Polka Dots, Camo (Camouflage), Chevron, Damask, and 

Minky Dot 

 

The custom baby crib bedding Colors experiencing a significant increase in website traffic over the past 

several years have included: 

 

Black & White, Coral, Aqua Blue, Red, Turquoise, Pink, Lavender, and Green 

 

Additionally, the company notes that when following the flow of traffic from these website visitors from 

page to page, it has become apparent that they are also seeking custom-embroidered crib rail guards, 

and the newer “breathable” bumpers. 
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About Mod Pea Pod, Inc. 

Mod Pea Pod, Inc., operating as www.ModPeaPod.com, is an industry leader in the Custom Baby 

Crib Bedding marketspace. ModPeaPod.com has been manufacturing and selling high-quality handmade 

and affordable Baby Crib Bedding Sets for Girls and Boys for over 10 years. All custom nursery bedding 

sets are handmade in the US. The company, also known as Modern Pea Pod, creates modern crib 

bedding sets using the best materials and shipping from their facility based in Western New York. Tracy 

Erickson is the owner and operator of ModPeaPod.com. 

http://www.modpeapod.com/

